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~t is not to say that I wish the Congress would keep
out of fo~eign affairs and that I want to run everything beyond
the water's edge in my own way without legislative inte~ference.
Under the Constitution, the Congress has a fundamental
responsibility in the shaping of all broad matters of public
policy, both foreign and domestic. Nobody knows that better than
I do.
But while the Congress, together with the President,
makes foreign policy, only the Executive can execute it.

I seek a coalition of confidence with the
new Congress and there is no area in which this is more
critical than in the national response to the crisis of
ene~gy.

In Cyprus, the United States has long sought
to mediate between two valued allies in order to secure
the independence of territorial integrity of that strategic
__:1.!!_1\d_.

A new negotiation scheduled to bring together
the Foreign Ministers of Greece and Turkey in a meeting
with Secretary Kissinger in Brussels this week broke
down because of Congressional insistence that military
assistance to Turkey be terminated.
This action, I am convinced, is a self-inflicting
wound. It will seriously impair our relatione with a
v~ued ally and achieve no benefit whatsoever.
MORE

,, My great admiration for Nelson Rockefeller is very
well known.

I selected him for Vice President because I

respected his judgment, experience and ability.

I wanted

a "good partner" for a Vice President and he exceeded my
expectations.

He has done a fine job in every way.

\

B~th of us in these coming months will be submitting
i

\

ourselves to the will of the delegates to the Republican
National Convention in 1976.

I am confident both of us can

convince the delegates that individually and as a team we
should be •nominated. //

Mr. President - You haven't answered the question

'1

as to whether you're dumping Rockefeller."

...

The President -- I have answered the question.
will be for the Vice President for renomination.
The delegates will make the decision.

"

,__
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

April 11, 1975

Mr. President:
Here is a transcript of what Vice President Rockefeller actually
said during the NBC interview.
The earlier quote "blood on their hands" was phoned to us by NBC
but as you can see by the attached transcript, the Vice President never
said it. Therefore, no White House reaction is needed or will be given.

Ron Nessen

Attachment

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 16, 1975

Excerpt from May 19, 1975 NEW YORK DAILY NEWS interview:
QUESTION:

You do want Mr. Rockefeller to run with you?

THE PRESIDENT: I said he would be a good partner and he
has proven to be a good partner, and I see no reason to change.

July 9, 1975
PARTIAL TRANSCRIPT
IMPROMPTU PRESS CONFERENCE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT, ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Wednesday, July 9, 1975
1:00 P.M.

QUESTION: The President said that he will be running a
separate ca~paign from yours. How do you react to that?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: I am not running a campaign. I have
taken a position riqht along that I was not a candidate, that I am
Vice President of the United States, nominated by Mr. Ford, approved
by the House~ that when Mr. Ford is nominated by the Republican Party
as candidate for the Party for election, it will then be by tradition
in this country his responsibility to indicate whom he would like to
have run with him.
Up until that time he should be under no constraints
and should have complete freedom.
QUESTION:

Mr. Callaway also·said that you are not.

THE VICE PRESIDENT:

Mr. Callaway went further.

QUESTION: He went somewhat further. He said he would
not be going to the delegates to ask them to vote for Mr. Ford and
Mr. Rockefeller, but for Mr. Ford, period.
THE VICE PRESIDENT: That is exactly what I said. There
is no difference at all in my position and his. We see eye to eye
on this matter. He is a very good friend of mine and I understand
exactly what he is saying, namely, that the nomination is of the
President or for the President of the United States.
linen the President is nominated by tradition in both
parties over 200 years the President then at that time, ".at that
moment, indicates whom he would like to have run with him, who he
feels would be the best person.
As far as whether I think that he will select me, that
is something I don't want to comment on because I don't think he
should be bound. I don't want to put any pressure on him at all.
QUESTION: Don't Mr. Callaway's comments, though,
indicate to you or at least opening the door for President Ford
MORE
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to drop you from the ticket?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Listen, I have opened the door for
President Ford to do that from the beginning by not being on the
ticket as far as I was concerned.
I think that is the way it should be.
as you know, for six months.
QUESTION:

Do you intend to start a campaign?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
QUESTION:

I have said that,

No, I don't.

You do not intend to have a campaign?

THE VICE PRESIDENT: No, rna' am. I am not a candidate.
Have you ever heard of anyone running for Vice President?
QUESTION: They said you would be running separate
campaigns giving the impression -THE VICE PRESIDENT:
QUESTION:

Who is "they"?

Mr. Callaway.

THE VICE PRESIDENT: Is that what he says? Who is
reading the quote? I am not going to run a campaign.
QUESTION: Do you have a particular Southern strategy
that you would like to use yourself to assure yourself of a spot
on the ticket?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: No. I am not trying to. I am not
running a campaign. I am Vice President designated by the
President, approved by the Congress. We now go back to the
elective process. The Twenty-Fifth Amendment will not apply.
I am here to help Mr. Ford and the country in any way I can.
Mr. Ford, when he is nominated, will then· indicate to
the convention whom he would like to have on the ticket with him.
MORE
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QUESTION: Mr. Callaway says that the reason he is
saying this is that he does not want to alieniate people who
might be opposed to you. Do you feel that you have substantial
opposition, especially in the South?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: I haven't seen Mr. Callaway's
statements. So I don't know what he said. I have taken this
position for six months. That is a very fundamentally based
position which I think (blank spot on tape) assuming the
nomination by the party as your assumption is. So that that
hasn't happened yet.
Therefore, it is an iffy question, but President Ford is
doing a fantastic job for this country. We are extremely fortunate
in the fact that he appeared on the scene when he did, that he has
restored confidence in government, that he has met the problems
with the kind of courage that is seldom found in political figures.
He is looking for the long-term best interests of the
country and the American people and our position in the world and
is not concerned about short-term political expediency, which is
to me the ideal leader for a great nation. We have that leader
in President Ford.
QUESTION:
. question.

Mr. Rockefeller, do you intend to --

THE VICE PRESIDENT:

Excuse me.

This lady has a follow-up

QUESTION: In other words, do you think the fact that you
are Vice President now will have any negative effect whatsoever on
Mr. Ford's candidacy?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: I am not on the ticket. I am
actually -- well, I am actually Vice President. The ticket will
be only formed when he is nominated and then he indica.tes who he
wants to run with him, based on his best judgment at that time,
which is a year and a half from now, as to who would best serve
the interest of the country as his running mate.
He should be
free at that point to make his decision.
QUESTION:
this hearing?

What was your reaction to testimony today~~
MORE
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THE VICE PRESIDENT: I thought this was a marvelous
example of how our system works. I thought that it is tremendously
interesting and useful toLhave this Commission created by the
Congress, made up of Congressional and private citizens or local
government and private citizens, and to have them come as we have
been doing all over the country to various communities to listen
to governors, to mayors, to local officials, to businessmen, to
the public and, of course, to the ecologists.
They get a balanced point of view.

Out of this, plus the

stud~es, which we commissioned, we will hopefully come up with a

sensitive, perceptive, useful report to the Congress.
I thought all the testimony was excellent. What we are
trying to find out is what is the impact of this law on local
government, State government, business, and so forth.
How could it be changed or amended to be more effective,
to be more useful, to achieve the common objective which the
people of this country share; namely, of improving the quality
of water and our environment as a whole. This is a national
objective and this Act is a major factor in how to make it more
effective.
QUESTION:
out and campaign?

Are you saying that you do not intend to go

THE VICE PRESIDENT:

Yes, ma'am.

QUESTION: You do not intend to give any speeches on
your behalf or for President Ford?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Not for myself. I thought you were
talking about for President Ford. Yes, I am supporting him.
MORE
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QUESTION:

You will be out on the campaign trail?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:

Yes.

QUESTION: If President Ford is not pushing for you and
campaigning for you and you are not campaigning for youself, who
will be,and if not, does it matter to you?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: I am totally relaxed about this, as
you and I have gone over before.
My feeling is ~hat the important thing at this point is
for President Ford to have a unanimous, hopefully, nomination at
the convention. After that he then has to make a decision who he
wants to run with htm if he is nominated, which I am confident he
will be.
QUESTION:

Mr. Rockefeller, you said you enjoy the job?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
QUESTION:

Yes, I do.

Wouldn't you like to be Vice President again

in '76?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Yes. But I recognize ~ ... :and.I·have
known all the Vice Presidents since Henry Wallace.-- I recognize
that the role of the Vice President is one which encompasses
.presiding over the Senate of the United States, which is a great
honor. Other than that, there is no function except to be a
staff assistant to the President.
Now I recognize that is what I am doing.
of the jobs I am doing for him.

This is one

Therefore, he should make the judgment, not I.
QUESTION: You would fully accept the fact if you were
dropped from the ticket?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Let's not call it dropped, because
there is no ticket yet. There has to be a nominationjof the
President. Then he selects somebody. That is different than,the
ticket. You have got to make that distinction. It is under the
Twenty-Fifth Amendment. There has been no election.
MORE
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Now we come to the new process, not a new process for
the country, it is the old process again, which is that a
President is nominated by his party. He then designates who he
would like to have run with him and that has been traditionally
the system. I think it is a good one.
QUESTION:

It wouldn't bother you, though, if you

were not?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
QUESTION:

I would do something else.

What would you do?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
QUESTION:

No.

It depends on what I felt.

Thank you, Mr. Vice President.
END
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OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
WASHINGTON

October 10, 1975

Dear Ron:
The Vice President thought you'd
be interested in the attached -- his speech
Saturday night in New York City, dealing with
the New York City situation.
·
As you will note from the attached,
this is about what he has been saying in
Oregon, in New York the previous weekend and
elsewhere.
Regards,

#-of
Hugh Morrow
Mr. Ronald H. Nessen
The White House

Attachments

FOR Ir'll'1EDIATE RELEASE

OCTOBER 3, 1975

OFFICD OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
(Portland, Oregon)
PRESS CONFERENCE
OF
THE VICE PRESIDENT
HILTON HOTEL
PORTIA"lD I OREGON
(AT 10 A.H.

PDT)

THE VICE PRESIDENT~

Ladies and gentlemen:

I would first like to say I am delighted to be
back in Oregon and to be here where it has now been
designated the most livable city in America. It is a
pleasure and a privilege to be here and attend the Hestern
gathering of the Republican Party leaders.
I am delighted to answer any questions.
QUESTION~ r!r. Vice President, there are major
differences in beliefs between yourself and Ronald Reagan.
7
l ould you tell us ~11hat you feel is the major difference in
the issues between yourself and Ronald Reagan?
~.

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
QUESTION:

No differences on issues?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
QUESTION:

Style.

Style?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
QUESTION:

Major differences you said.

Give us a difference on a minor issue.

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
QUESTIO~:

I don't believe there are any.

Sure.

Anything else, sir?

Tlm VICE PRESIDENT:
than I can.

He can tell better stories

QUESTION: I mean surely ideologically you are
in different parts of the spectrum.
THE VICE PRESIDENT: You have to remember Ronald
Reagan started as a liberal Democrat, and union leader,
very successful, and now billed as a conservative
Republican. So you can take any phase in his life and you
can get any complexion you \1ant.
QUESTION:
Vice President?

How would you like to be billed,

~~.

THE VICE PRESIDENT: Former Governor of the State
of New York, nominated Vice President, confirmed by the House and
Senate, who has a deep belief in and faith in America as
being the greatest nation and there is no problem in this
nation that we can't solve if 't'Te just put our minds to it.
rlORE
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QUESTION:

Liberal or conservative?

THE VICE PRESIDENT: I don 1 t think those words
are really relevant to the problems of today. I think
they are cliches that are left over from the past.
QUESTION: Hr. Vice President, do you see
anything wrong with going from being a liberal Democrat
to a conservative Republican?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
"t·rant to do it.

Not in the slightest if you

QUESTION: What kinds of words, sir, are relevant
in its terms of today if you are going to pin a label on
someone which we have a tendency to do?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: That is where I think the
problem lies. I don't think labels today are significant.
I think the important thing is to have the capacity to
analyze the fast changing problems that face us as a
people and the capacity to come up with clear and imaginative
so~utions that will shape those forces emerging in the world
to serve our interests and not oventhelrn us in the form of
crises. It is as simple as that.
QUESTION: Hr. Vice President, this is an issues
conference here and the objective is to broaden the appeals
of the Party.
President Ford, and I assume you, oppose the
Consumer Protection Agency, you are for taking away same of
the regulatory powers of ICC and various other things that
are directed for consumers.
How can you broaden the Farty with those kinds
of steps?
THE VICE PRESIDENT : The very way you ask the
question frames \'lhat would appear to be conflict. The
President is for consumers but he does not feel that the
way to best reflect the interests of consumers is to have
a single agency which then gets in the position of confrontation with all other departments of government, but
rather to have that function within every department of
government so that each depar~~ent has its responsibility
to be aware of and concerned with the problems of consumers.
So it is a question of method, not a question of
objective. That, to me, is a very important difference,
but a difference as to procedure, not as to objectives.
I think most of the differences today are not regarding objec~ives. Everybody in this country that has any
intelligence is for cleaning up the '..rater, the air and the
lands, and to achieve ecological goals.
The question is how to do it, in what form and
it is just a question of methods. I think we owe the young
people of America a tremendous debt of gratitude for
awakening this nation to the fact that there was a disspoiling of its environment and for the preservation of it.
MORE
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There are some of us who have been concerned
about this subject for a long time. But it wasn't until it
became a national cause that the whole nation became
mobilized in this objective.
QUESTION; You are saying the approach is going
to broaden the appeal for the Party for more millions of
Americans. Is that right?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: I think that as a Party
that is a very wonderful objective. As an individual who
has been in the Party for a long time, it is a question of
the ability of the individual and to the degree that the
individual reflects the Party or represents the Party
collectively, lots of individuals, that we have a capacity
as a Party and individuals in that Party to find the
intelligent, sound, constructive solutions to the problems
which face the people of this country.
This is what the country wants. It wants
solutions to problems. They don't want them all coming out
of t·Jashington. They just want a framework within which
they themselves as free citizens or collectively as groups
of free citizens can solve their own problems.
One of the problems is over-regulation, an
unnecessary degree of red tape and bureaucracy '1hich really
impedes the solution of the problems rather than accelerates
them.
I don't think anybody thinks that you can get rid
of regulations. Regulations are the government's responsibility to protect the citizens. So you then get to the
question is how those regulations are implemented, what
their objective is, how do you change the objectives as the
problems change as times change, so that they more
accurately reflect the best interests of the people and are
carried out most efficiently.
That is the way I view government. That is why I
have to be frank and say that is why r think I got elected
four times in a State where I represented a Party that was
a minority Party by a million registered voters, because I
think the voters saw that I had a better chance of meeting
their needs and solving their problems and creating the
environment they wanted.
QUESTION: Do you think the candidacy representing
either one far side or wing of the Party would not be good for
the Party?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: I don't think -- yes, I think
that is right, but I think not only wouldn't it be good for
the Party, but I don't think that kind of candidate in this
country is going to get elected anyhow. I haven't seen this
in the last two or three elections.
QUESTION:

For example, any conservative?

THE VICE PRESIDENT: Or an extreme liberal or
radical. But I think those today, as I said before, are
cliches that are really unrelated to the realities of the
world in which we live.
MORE
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QUESTIOi.-l: Do you think Ronald Reagan does
represent the conservative wing of the Party?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: I think that the conservative wing of the Party is supporting Ronald Reagan,
which is a slight difference.
QUESTION~
l).1r. Vice President, how seriously do
you and the President assess the possibility of Hr. Reagan's
being able to get the nomination away from Hr. Ford?

THE VICE PRESIDENT: I couldn't speak for the
President. The tradition in this country has been that a
President in power, in office, has been traditionally
nominated by his Party for another term. :1y personal feeling
would be that that is what is going to happen this time.
QUESTION:
seriously.

Are you taking Mr. Reagan seriously?

THE VICE PRESIDENT: Of course I take him
He is a good friend of mine.
QUESTION:

I mean as a candidate?

THE VICE PRESIDENT: It isn't a question of whether
I take.him seriously. It is a question of whether he takes
himself seriously and whether he is going to be a candidate.
If he was that confident of his success I am sure he would
have announced it already. There is a very difficult
decision he has to make.
QUESTION: Do you think there is some question in
his mind that he will not be a candidate?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:

I would have to assume there

must be.
QUESTION:

Because he hasn't announced it?

QUESTION: Mr. Vice Presidert, have you discussed
'ltlith the President the possibility you. will not be on the
ticket and when will the judgment be made on that, and will
that be voluntary on your part?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: I have stated since I have
been confirmed by the Congress that I thought, number one,
I am not a candidate; number two, I haven't even said whether
I would be available in '76; number three, I stated very
clearly that the President should be under no pressure at
any time and he should make no decision until after he is
nominated. At that point he should decide who his running
mate would be in the best interest of the nation and the
best interest of the Party.
QUESTION: As a successful politician, would you
assess that you would be the strongest vice presidential
candidate on the Republican ticket?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: I used to make predictions
ahead of time. I got myself into a lot of trouble by doing
it. I have learned the hard way that if you are a politician,
and in public life, that it is a great mistake
.,
HORE
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in a fast changing period, a year and a half before the
event, or a year before the event, to try to predict what
the conditions and the circumstances are going to be. I
think that is why he should be frEe, totally free to wait
until he is nominated and then to decide who can be the
most effective running mate in ter.ms of the best interests
of this country.
QUESTION: Do you see any possible challenge from
ttr. Reagan for the vice presidential slot?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: It, of course, depends upon
how you use the word Challenge".
11

QUESTIOU:
Do you see that?

Any chance he might be chosen over you?

THE VICE PRESIDENT: Chosen by the President or
chosen by the Convention? These are political questions.
I happen to be of the school that thinks that after a Convention has chosen a President -- that i·s quite a traumatic
experience for any Convention, and I have been in that
situation of seeking the choice and not having been successful a number of times.
After the Convention has gone through the process
and now has chosen a President, so they have nominated him,
it is very hard for me to see how that Convention would then
as their first act deny the first decision that their
candidate they have just chosen has made.
It seems to me that l'lould be a rather unusual
situation and evidence of lack of confidence in the person
they chose.
QUESTION~

So you feel Mr. Ford would choose you?

THE VICE PRESIDENT: No, I don't. I just say that
whoever he chooses I would assume the Convention would then
endorse.
Nm~J you then get back, in answer to your question,
is who will President Ford' choose? A~d if I were President
Ford I would not make up my mind until I got there.
I don't know what he is going to do.
QUESTION: You are not a candidate you say, but you
'\'lere prevailed upon to accept ar. Ford's nomination for Vice
President.
THE VICE PRESIDENT: That is correct. I was
delighted with the opportunity of serving the country.
QUESTION: Would you be inclined then to accept the
nomination for Vice President if offered?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: That is not the· 'position
I have taken. The position I have taken is that it would be
inappropriate for me to express my personal feeling at this
point because were I to do so, it would put pressure on him
!lORE
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of one kind or another, emotional or otherwise.
Therefore, wanting him to be free, understanding
this business reasonably well, having worked for five
previous Presidents, this is the sixth, I think I understand
the system and I think that my position is correct and
the wise one. It leaves him completely free.
MORE
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QUESTION~
You are recently quoted as saying people
who cannot support President Ford's energy corporation should
resign. Would you tell us who you are talking about?

THE VICE PRESIDENT~ To begin with, that is not what
I said. Nhat I said '\~as in answer to a question by the
distinguished reporter from the Christian Science l1oni tor, who
showed me a piece in his paper the 30th of this month or past
month, in which it said a high government official has -- and
so-and-so-and-so, which was not a very complimentary statement
in support of a decision which the President had just finished
making about this energy corporation.
He said what is your reaction? I said I grew up in a
school that believes that those who were of assistance to the
President, staff or cabinet, should present their views on a
subject as forcefully as they can and after the President has
made a decision, then they should support the President in that
decision and if they can't, they should resign. That was all I
said.
That, thenv does not apply to this situation. I think
if you are going to have an effective administration that the
President has to have people who will be totally honest~in
giying him their best advice, but when they made the decision,
then they will not try to undercut the President's decision as he
has made it.
How can you have an efficient, tight administration
that can best reflect America's
best interest, if that is
the case?
QUESTION~
Do you have some evidence that f·1r. Simon
and Hr. Greenspan are not going along '\'17ith the program now that
the decision has been made?

THE VICE PRESIDENT: No 1 I made no comments about any
individuals at all. I h~ppen to know that Mr. Greenspan had a
meeting of his staff immediately following the President's
decision, in which he said we have taken a strong position on
this issue, we have made our arguments, the President has made
the decision and now ~e are goin~ to support him 100 percent.
QUESTION~

You believe they are now supporting him?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:

Yes.

QUESTION~
Does that mean there should be no room for
any other thinking, follow the President no matter what?

THE VICE PRESIDENT: That is not l<rhat I said.
misrepresenting, if you will forgive me, the case.
QUESTION:

You are

I am asking you.

THE VICE PRESIDENT~ All right, you did. I apologize.
You did ask. The thinking has been going on for at least three
or four months. At some point in life, if we are ever going to
r.10P.E
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do anything as individuals or as a nation, you have to stop
arguing and debating and come to a conclusion and take some
action. Otherwise, you don't get very far in life.
That point has been reached by the President. He has
listened to all of the arguments, he has made his decision and
now is the time to act. That is all ~ have. You can go on
arguing and they will argue in the Congress.
But those who are serving the President once he has
made the decision under the theory which I operate, maybe there
are others who have different theories, but I just cast this
whole question in my school of thought, the one I grew up with,
was you present your arguments, when the boss has made the
decision, you support him. If you do not support him, you get
out. It is a reasonable, tenable position.
QUESTION: I~. Rockefeller, could you tell us how you
feel about being in the position of owning billions of dollars
in personal wealth while millions of people around the world are
starving?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: It is very simple. I have no
billions of dollars. Therefore, the question you are asking has
no relevance.
QUESTION g

How about many millions of dollars?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:

That I do.

(Laughter)
THE VICE PRESIDENT: I have tried to use those to the
best possible purpose so as to help people in this world and to
make our private enterprise,democratic, capitalistic
system serve the best interest of mankind all over the world
and this has been my family's tradition starting with my
grandfather, as you well know, sir.
QUESTION: Since certainly most people in the world
don't have a chance to pull themselves up by their bootstraps, as
certainly you did not, are you interested in sharing your wealth,
most of your wealth, with the people in the world, and do you
feel this is a moral question that people in government should
be asking
THE VICE PRESIDENT: You are talking Fabian socialism
or Communism. I happen to believe in capitalism and private
enterprise and democracy. That is based on production, not on
dividing up something which exists, and then that is it, but of
producing and out of production you get the opportunity for
growth and this nation has proven that no nation has ever
achieved the opportunities or the standard of living which has
been achieved in the United States, due to this concept of work,
production, gro,~h, within a framework of freedom, free
individuals using their best possible judgment.
QUESTION: Certainly people in South Africa work very
hard at productivity.
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QUESTION: Let someone else ask a question.
THE VICE PRESIDENT:

You have made your point.

QUESTION: r~. Vice President, what should be the
role of the Federal Government in bailing out New York City?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: New York City is in the situation
it is in for a number of reasons, one of which is that they have
spent more money than they had revenue or than they got in the
way of aid from the State and the Federal Government.
During my Administration, we increased aid to the City
of New York by over 600 percent. But they have tried to do more
than they could and the result is that they accumulated a
deficit of about $3.2 billion in short-term notes. It is known
as a float. They now have gotten to the point where people do
not have faith in the fiscal integrity of the city, and
therefore they won't buy the bonds or the notes.
It is a very serious situation. The State has now
acted and has virtually taken over the management of the city
through this new supervisory agency. They have given the city
an estimated revenue program through to 1978 and they have
g.iven until October 15 the city to come up with a budget which
will be balanced by 1978 and restore fiscal integrity and sound
management.
If that budget, when presented on the 15th of this
month, is not deemed to be a sound budget by this supervisory
body, they will then give the city a budget -- this is the
first time to my knowledge in history this has happened by a
State organization -- they will give the city a budget which
the city then has to live within.
Until the city has restored fiscal integrity and
sound management, I think that there is very little anybody can
do that will not involve the level of government which is
trying to help in the same problems they are dealing with
because if you are spending beyond your means for long, you go
bankrupt.
This is true with a family, a city or a State or a
nation. The Federal Government has a deficit of $60 to $70
billion now. However, after the city has taken these steps and
put themselves back on the sound fiscal basis, then there is
going to be a difficult hiatus between the time they have
restored fiscal integrity and the time that there is a
restoration of the investor's confidence in their securities.
At that point Congress, because the President has no
powers to deal with it, the Congress is going to have to
consider whether there should not be some temporary action that
would make possible a bridge maybe that would get that short
term debt into long term debt-- to allow them to.
QUESTION: Our State Treasurer said here the other
day that New York City's problems is having an adverse effect
on the bond market.
f-10RE
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THE VICE PRESIDENT: No question, it is very serious.
I think in Oregon you had a bond issue yesterday and it was not
sold. It is a triple A bond issue. So this is an extremely
serious situation.
QUESTION: Have you recommended a policy to the
President, sir, and, if so, what is that policy?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: I have discussed the situation
with the President. But as Staff Assistant to the President, it
is not my responsibility to discuss publicly the discussions I
had with him.
I think the President is fully familiar with the
situation, totally understands it, is deeply sympathetic to the
people of the city and to the serious ramifications which have
just been discussed and presented by the gentleman who asked
the previous question.
QUESTION: Would it be accurate to say that you do
support some sort of Federal aid to New York either in the
way of shoring up the bonds or some other type of support?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: No. See, when you put it that
way that does not include the necessity for the city to take the
actions first that will restore fiscal integrity in that city.
Until that is done, there is really nothing that can be done.
They have got to take these actions themselves before they can
restore confidence.
After they have done that, before confidence is
restored, there is a period in which a bridge has got to be
created to assist them. But that cannot be done by the
President because he has no power to do this. Therefore, it is
going to be dependent on congressional action. That is the key
of this point.
QUESTION: ~tt. Vice President, many of the delegates
to this conference represent agricultural districts, and it is
no secret that a good many farmers and ranchers in the Pacific
Northwest are highly dissatisfied with the State. Department's
control over agricultural exports.
Do you share that concern and do you see any remedy
for it in the foreseeable future?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: If you ask me, I thought that
George Meany had more control than the State Department over
agricultural exports. The negotiations have been with the
unions as to whether they load the ships. In fairness to George
!·1eany, he has a lot of union members who are seamen and who
he would like to see occupied in running ships which are now in
mothballs because his union members are out of employment.
Part of the agreement with the Soviet Union on purchase
of grain in this country is that one-third of all the grain
purchased will be shipped in American ships. That was part of
the agreement, and it stands.
MORE
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There is a surplus of ships in the world today because
of the cutdown on the consumption of oil due to higher prices and
therefore tankers are now being used to ship grain. It is
cheaper. So you can ship, let's say, $5 or $6, as compared to
American ships which would cost $17 a ton or whatever it is,
whatever the unit is.
Therefore, the Soviets have been using other ships
during this period of low prices, although at some point they
have to ship a third in American bottoms.
This negotiation the President had with the AFL/CIO
was to get this straightened out. I thi~k they now have it
str.aightened out. But I t'lould say there is an important point
he:t·e; that is, that we ai·e a free society. We are operMting
in a world where centrally controlled economies dominate much
of this trade. This is the problem.
The Soviets, without doubt, two years ago or about
two years ago, when they made their big grain purchase,
outsmarted us and they bought without anybody knowing it about
$1 billion worth of grain at low prices. It doubled the price
of grain in this country, doubled the feed prices, shot food
prices up, destroyed the feedlot operations, and nearly ruined
the ca~tle industry.
Therefore, we have got a tough problem. This is what
I was talking about earlier. How do we make these changes and
adjustments to new circumstances in the world? I think we can
do it. I think this President is one who has the deep concern
and desire to do these things, not by radical means, but by
sorting out sound solutiqns. I think he is in the process of
doing it.
l·iORE
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QUESTION:
with Ronald Reagan?

?lr. Rockefeller, do you plan to meet

THE VICE PRESIDENT:

I expect to meet him.

I

hope to.
QUES'fiON:

:1eet with him?

THE VICE PRESIDENT: t·7e are friends. I will see
him right here. You have him coming to the press conference at 11:00. so I a~ going to wait and see him.
QUESTIO!~:

Do you believe that the longer Ronald
Reagan waits to announce his candidacy shows a weakness in
his potential candidacy?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: No. I have long since learned
to try not to second guess somebody else's decisions. I
have enough trouble making my own.
So what h~ is doing is, I am sure, the wisest
thing from his poir.t. c:( view. Uhat it is going to be I
couldn't tell you.
candidacy?

QUESTION: !low does it affect President Ford's
Strengthen it?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
great deal.

I don't think it affects it a

QUESTION: There are some people who think it
strengthens President Ford's stand.
THE VICE PRESIDE!lT: You can make a case either
way. To tell you the truth, you can make a case of conflict
and excitement is a good thing, or you can make a case that
it can be d·iVisive.
QUESTION: ~1r. Vice President, are there any
circumstances under which you would leave the Republican
Party, seek either the vice presidential or presidential
nomination with, let • s say, former GO'"ernor Tom t"lcCall in
a third party move?
You have talked with the former Governor about
this before, before you became Vice President. Can you
comment on that, please?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Yes. I frankly don 1 t
believe that the best interests of this country are served
by fractionating our political structure. I believe in the
two-party system. I think that it has shown tremendous
vitality in the past, with evolved and changing conditions.
Therefore, l'lhile I am used to splinter parties,
because New York State has a conservative party, a liberal
party,and every time I ran I ran against three other candidates for governorship, I don't think that we will be
served well by following the French, the form of French
situation where they had 17 parties, some had 30 parties.
They are ideologically based. They get into these arguments.
HORE
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I don°t think it really holds the country together. I think
it fractionates it and makes it less effective as a governing instrument.
So I favor the two-party system. I am a great
admirer of Tom IlcCall. I think he was a great Governor.
He is, a great human being and most articulate man, and I
think he ought to be back in public life. t1hat form that
takes, of course, is his decision. But I think he is an outstanding public servant.
QUESTION: !ir. Vice President, what is the
Adninistration's stand on the bill to cut off educational
benefits for people entering the service after the first of
next year and to extend educational benefits to graduate
students?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Is this a bill on which
the President has taken a position?
QUESTION: I don't know. I am trying to find out
if he has. It comes to the floor r.tonday. Both instances,
both theories are contained in the same bill. I am wondering
what the Administration stand is on educational benefits for
service.
. THE VICE PRESIDENT: The President is extremely
concerned that all Americans have the best opportunity for
education as well as for health1 being fundamental for
equality of opportunity. If you don't have good health or
good education, you are handicapped.
He is deeply grateful to veterans and to servicemen for their service to the country and, therefore, recognizes and has supported special concerns, special considerations for them.
He is also very aware of the fact that a large
Federal deficit contributes to inflation and that inflation
is the most corrosive form of taxation that exists and,
therefore, he is doing everything in his power to hold
do\~ inflation by holding down the deficit.
So he has vetoed many measures which the objective
of which he shared, but that we didn't have the money to be
able to pay for it and, therefore, he vetoed it.
QUESTION: Do you think it would be a fair assessment to say that education does not rest near the top of the
President's priorities?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: No. I don't think that is
fair. I think that he is a true believer in education.
His problem is that we have so many things that we want to do
for people and that we know how to do if we only had the
generation of the capital in terms of revenue from individuals
and private interprise -- 85 percent of the revenues of all
levels of government comes from business directly or indirectly
and the people they employ, the dividends they pay and the :
taxes on those.
At the present time "i1e don • t have the income as a
nation and if we don't be careful we can get into a very
MORE
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serious fiscal problem
But the more money you
That is inflation. So
and he has got it down
percent.

nationally. Sure we
print the less value
he is trying to hold
from 11 percent down

can print money.
the money has.
down inflation,
to around 6

This is the other side of the coin on his decision
on these measures.
QUESTION: But aside from his personal views of
education, when it comes right down to when he has to
start cutting the budget, is education going to be one of
the first to be cut?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: No, it is not the first. He
has been vetoing met'<.:·n.treG, as you kr.ow. Some have been
sustained. Sor:-;,e havu beAn overriden. He has vetoed them
solely on financial grounds.
The Congre2s has now formed a committee, a Budget
Committee in bot.h tb.e Ho-:.1se and the Senate, and Congress
itself, for the fir~t time, is beginning to exercise some
fiscal restraint on its own enthusiasms.
Everybody likes to vote for every appealing measure
that is going to help somebody, and that is very popular. We
all want to do it. But we don't have the money. If we don't
watch out on the Federal level, we are going to get into the
same situation New York City is in, and there isn't a great
deal of sympathy around this country for New York City's
plight. The reason is because they would all like to do
that, but many of them have exercised more restraint.
QUESTION: r1r. Vice President, some people are
saying the country is already in financial straits, the
money market is being strained by heavy Federal borrowing,
the housing industry has not recovered.
Where are we going to come up with $100 billion
for energy development if not borrowing it?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: As you know, the Treasury
is selling increasing amounts -- this money will be raised
by the sale of Treasury securities, -- they are selling an
increasing amount to the Arab states which are accumulating,
they have really a tax on the world in these higher prices
on oil. That is the great hope -- that we can channel that
money back into our productive system.
These securities should offer them a very sound
investment and this is the hope that we can bring capital
back here through a government corporation rather than
have them coming in and buy and cont~ol American companies
from outside.
QUESTION: Doesn't that give the Arabs a chattel
mortgage on the United States now in essence?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: It depends upon how long the
bonds are. Once they have invested, if it is a note, at the
end of the time they don't have to renew the purchase of the
note.
r-tORE
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If it is a bond, it will be longer, 5 years,
7 years, 15 years, whatever it is. The longer term the
investment, the less leverage they have. Let's face it.
But on the other hand, they have it in their own operations.
QUESTION: You said Governor
back in public life?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
QUESTION:
a possibility?

I~cCall

should be

Yes.

Is becoming Secretary of the Interior

THE VICE PRESIDENT: The President has already
made a nomination before the Senate. As you know, he had
nominated another Governor, Stan Hathaway, who is a very
close friend of mine also, a man I admire and who would have
been a marvelous Secretary of the Interior.
QUESTION: Have you ever recommended Governor
I4cCall to any Federal office to the President?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: I have discussed Governor
~-lcCall with him.
I don't like to get into, as I said, any
details of what I recommend to the President. I don't
think that is my function. My function is only useful to
the degree·that I may make or take a position, but he makes
the decision. He has got the authority and the power.
QUESTION: l1r. Vice President, apart from these
differences in story-telling techniques and style, you said
last night that within the Republican Party there is roam for
a lot of differences.
~"lould

you care to discuss the differences in your
approach to the problem solving and that of Governor Reagan?
t-Jould you like to tell us how you feel about that?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: He was a very successful
Governor of California for 8 years. I, too, was a successful
Governor of New York for 15 years. iie had different problems.
l'1e dealt with them differently.
But 't-Ie are bo1:.h dedicated,
patriotic Americans who believe in the system and the society.
QUESTION: A few moments ago just after that
question you said you have not even said you would be
available in 1976.
THE VICE PRESIDENT:

That is right.

QUESTION: Could it be you are getting bored with
the Vice Presidency?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
marvelous time.

No, sir.

I am having a

QUESTION: Or possibly have an inclination you would
like to tell the President you would not be available?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: No. I am simply doing it for
the reason I told you. I don't want him to be under any
pressure in making his decision as and when he is nominated.
!iORE
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Hr. Vice President, you are a man,
whatever your exact wealth, of enormous power and wealth,
and you are in a position which surely is a shadow of the
office that a person of your wealth must be interested in.
QUESTION~

Don't you find this being somewhat trying, somewhat tiring at times?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Not that I have noticed.
I have been around a long time. I have been in government
now 36 years, in and out of government. This whole question
was discussed in detail before the Congress of the United
States, prior to my confirmation. And interestingly to
note, in the House, all of the extreme liberals and all of
the extreme conservatives voted against me. My support came
from both pdrties, I think there were 128 voted against me.
The remaining 3, whatever it is, \'lere in the center.
QUESTION: Do you think you and Governor Reagan
are in the middle of the Republican Party, Governor?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
of the Party.

I don't think that is division

QUESTION:

What is division of the Party?

QUESTION:

Do you want to explain that?

(Laughter. )
THE VICE PRESIDENT: He asked me whether I thought
we were in the middle of the Party. I would have to say that
I don't think the Party thinks that is exactly the position.
QUESTION:
Convention?

You mean the delegates to the

THE VICE PRESIDENT: I don't know who the delegates
are going to be. So I can't judge.
QUESTION: But you \·Tould reckon they probably
would have a different view of it, or they wouldn't think of
you or Governor Reagan as a middle of the roader? Is that
what you are saying?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: It is very hard to know how
each individual Republican reacts. tve are pretty
individualistic.
MORE
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QUESTION: How does the current push in NATO for
rearmament by Schlesinger and the current preparation for
tactical nuclear war in your opinion going to affect the
possibilities of expanding u.s. trade and also disarmament
and Soviet initiatives for disarmament that they just recently
made in the U.N.?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: The Soviet initiatives for
disarmament are wonderful. And the problem, of course, is how
do you detect and verify in a closed society the execution of
agreements. This is probably one of the most difficult things
relating to the SALT talks.
The Soviets are doing the most fantastic job in
research and technology and the development of new weapons. It
is really, I think, unique in history, the achievements they
have made in military hardware, in all fields and advanced
technology. It is a fabulous record and a very interesting one.
I think the United States has to take that into consideration
in this whole question of the preservation of freedom in the
world because I think their objectives are what they always
have been, which is a Communist nation of the world.
QUESTION: How do you think its push for preparation
of the tactical nuclear war and NATO is also going to affect
that -- I mean affect disarmament and also affect trade, where
they have made some speeches?
THE VICE PRESIDENT~ If you are thinking in terms of
detente; detente, it is achieved in my opinion between people
who are strong. If we were not strong the Soviets wouldn't
bother with detente. They wouldn't have to.
QUESTION: I have one other question. At the U.N.
Special Session on development, many nations called for debt
cancellation for the underdeveloped countries which are having
great strains making their debt service payments and even facing
default. How do you respond to debt cancellations for, in the
underdeveloped sector, for countries that cannot make their
debt service payments?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
problem New York City has.
the

QUESTION:

~nderdeveloped?

I think they have the same

If extended, how about New York City and

THE VICE PRESIDENT; I think that will affect their
ability to borrow in the future adversely. You have to think of
that, too. These are very touqh questions. You are asking good
questions, but they are very tough.
QUESTION: Mr. Vice President, what role do you see,
if any, for Richard Nixon in 1976, presidential candidate?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
QUESTION~

he will have a role?

I really haven't considered that.

Would you consider it briefly?
MORE
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thinking?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:

v7hat kind of role are you

QUESTION~
That is what I am asking you.
would he have, if any?

What role

THE VICE PRESIDENT: I would have to put it this way~
I think he had the most unique opportunity that any President
has had almost in history. Let's face it, he blew it. Where
do you go from there?
QUESTION: Do you have any thoughts on the revision of
the Federal Code S.l and its possibilities of passage, revision,
the new revision of the Federal Code, new legislation that will
probably go to the Senate?
QUESTION:

The Federal Criminal Code, sir.

THE VICE PRESIDENT: Thank you for helping me. I
didn't know 't'l7hat s .1 l*Tas. There are an awful lot of bills
before the Senate, 16,000.
I don't know enough about it to
have an opinion.
QUESTION~

Vice President, in your view of the
Republican Party, what kind of posture is it going to take to
win in 1976? What does the Republican Party have to do to win
in your vision?
fk.

THE VICE PRESIDENT: Gaining confidence or retain the
confidence of the American people that they are better qualified
to deal with the problems of the people, to preserve the basic
values on which this country has grown to its present
extraordinary opportunity than the opponents.
QUESTION:
THE VICE
nominated first.
QUESTION~

Do you think Ronald Reagan could win?
PRESIDENT~

He is going to have to get

But if he got nominated, could he win?

THE VICE PRESIDENT" That is the kind of speculation
that is totally impossible because one cannot foresee what is
going to happen in this next year.
QUESTIOU: Do you think if Ronald Reagan delays any
longer he is going to be able to raise. ·the funds to do that?
THE VICE PRESIDENT~ I understand he is doing very well
right now. The longer the delay, the more funds you can collect.
He is competingwith all of you here. You have got the columns,
the radio and television. Sir?
QUESTION: What is your reaction to the Senate CIA
investigations after your committee had looked into it? They seem
to be going much deeper. How do you respond?
TUE VICE PRESIDENT: I think they are dealing with the
international; We dealt with domestic. So while it seems deeper,
HORE
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it is in a totally different field. My assignment or the
Commission's assignment, of which I had the honor of sharing,
was to investigate alleged violations
of domestic statutes
by CIA. '!'hat we did.
'!'he allegation was they were massive. '!'here were
violations but it was not massive. We made recommendations to
assure there were-no violations in the future and supervision of
the agency's operation and organization.
MORE
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QUESTION: Hr. Vice President, there has been some
suggestion that the press is partly responsible for what
may be called this assassination syndrome. Hhere do you
stand on all of this press coverage of the assassination
attempts?
t'lhat is your opinion?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: There is a conflict here as
there is in so many cases. It related to the same question
that was just asked about the Senate and the Watergate.
This is America. This is the way democracy operates. If
it is something that people aren't certain about and suspicious about, then they want to pull it apart and take a
look at it and be sure all about it.
This is an expensive process in many areas, but it
is part of our system. I think the same applies in relation
to this question of assassinations.
The media of this country are dedicated to bringing
the hot news to the people and interpreting it. There is no
question that the psychiatrists say that prominent attention
given to individuals who have attempted to assassinate does
stimulate those who may not have been thinking about it, but
now it comes in their consciousness and they are encouraged.
So that you have this problem of balancing the
question of the free society, a free press, which I think is
our most treasured resource in protecting democracy and some
of the collateral side effects of that.
They are in conflict.
QUESTION:

How would you solve that conflict?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
free press.

I come down on the side of the

QUESTION: Do you have any fears on your own about
moving about in crowds?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: No. I am totally fatalistic
about this. I was running in the primaries at the time of
the tragic assassination of Senator Kennedy. This problem
came up then. ~·Ye at that point were in the middle of another
tragedy which was the Vietnam war.
Illy feeling was very simple, that if I wanted to
serve this country I should be worrying about the risks when
a great many Americans were dying in Vietnam because they had
been drafted to serve their country? So I think that those
of us at homewhc want to serve have got to be wllling to run the
same risks of those who serve abroad.
QUESTION: Nr. Vice President, the man or woman
ever become too old to run for President or Vice President,
I am thinking -THE VICE PRESIDENT: I haven't been personally
concerned about that yet.
(Laughter. )
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
heart of your question. Yes.

But I am going right to the
I·10RE
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QUESTION: Have you changed your mind about
coming down on the side of the free press? A week and a half
right after Sara Jane r.toore shot at !olr. Ford in San
Francisco, I read a wire service story in which you were
quoted as saying you thought the press had to stop this total
coverage of all of these things, or offer coverage of them
to maintain our open society.
THE VICE PRESIDEr~T: The question asked me, it was
a press conference, rather spontaneous outside the Senate
Republican lunch, and they said, "tThat do you think ought to
be done?
They were saying should candidates not campaign
or should the President not campaign and so forth.
11

I said those are all areas for speculation, but I
said I don't agree with them, but I said I think you have to
examine your own handling of this situation, citing the case
of the psychiatrist, which is a commonly accepted analysis by
psychiatrists, but I pointed out, which was not in the article
I assume from what you said, that this would have to be a
voluntary form of restraint because we have free press.
So I am for free press. To the degree that someone
wants to exercise voluntary restraint because they think it
would be to the interests of the safety of the President, that
is thei~ privilege. But it cannot be imposed.
It is a pleasure and
your patience.

I

END

thank you all very much for
(AT 10:$% A.l\1.

PDT)

Bo Callaway's statement, November 3, 1975 re the Vice President

The Vice President's announcement comes as a complete surprise.
I do not know the reasons behind his decision so I cannot comment on them.
As a practical political matter this will stimulate interest in the President's
campaign and in the Republican National Convention next August. In
another very practical sense the events of the last two days mean that
the President is very much his own man in the field of foreign policy.
We will have two tough experienced men--Mr. Kissinger and Mr. Rumsfeld-who will closely advise and report to the President. I believe the
Republicans and the nation will stand behind the President at this time.
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Senator

to be made at 2:30 pm and then Q&A

"Vice President Rockefeller's position has been becoming more untenable _
as a prospective running mate for the President in 1976. This situation
was deeply underlined by the views of the -Vice President on federal
assist~~ce to New· York City and State.
On helping New York, the Vice
P:::-esicer!t did what: all of us would ex:>ect from him c.s a l\ew York.er/Pour
time . Governo::::-/and as a man of great national and world e:>..-perience.
I regard this latest event as - of even greater significance as those
before in the series which is identifying· the President with the Right
Wing of the Republican Party, and this I consider most unfortunate for
him as a candidate and as President of the country. But, there is still
time for the President to readjust his course and I hope the President
will consider the Vice Presidept's announcement as a decisive signal
to change direction."
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

NOV. 6, 1975
RON
ON THE Q'UESTION OF WHETHER HE
WOULD CAMPAIGN FOR THE PRESIDENT
IF THE PRESIDENT FORD COM. PAID
FOR EXPENSES, THE VICE PRES.
SUGGESTED THAT THIS ANSWER SHOULD
BE CAREFULLY MADE BECAUSE AT THE
MOMENT THE COM. DOES NOT HAVE
2

I [ SUFFICIENT FUNDS FOR

THE PRESIDENT HIMSELF.

THE

AFFIRMATIVE ANSWER HE SUGGESTS
IS "THE VICE PRESIDENT HAS SAID HE
WOULD SPEAK AT FUNDRAISERS FOR THE
~

PRESIDENT AND WILL DO SO."
ON THE SECOND QUESTION ABOUT RULING
HIMSELF OUT, HE WOULD LIKE THE·
ANSWER TO BE "I SUPPORT THE PRESIDENT
AND HE WILL BE NOMINATED. 11
JIM CANNON

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

THERE IS ONE ADDITIONAL SENSITIVE
POINT ABOUT WHICH I SHOULD TALK
WITH YOU.
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NOVEMBBR 21, 1975

POR IMMBDIAB RELEASE

Office· ot·the Vice President
·(Wichita, Kansas)
REMAR1CS OP TBB VICE P.SIDENT
AT 'l'BB

REPUBLICAN GOVBRNOM COHPEDNCE
HOLIDAY -INN PLAZA
WICBI'l'A, IQNSAS -

(AT 9 : l2 A.M. CST)
'

Governor Kitt Bcmd, I want to thank you for
your generous ~ks, and to Governor Bob Bennett for
his hospitality. It is a pleasun beinq here; ,and to all
of the ~r distinqui.shed Governors an4 friends and the
distinquished membe:r:s of the· panel·
. . wbOIIl. I .. admire r-12:. Diamond·, Mr. 'l'offler aDCl Ur. Royster .-·whom I mow
you are all lookinq fo:waJ:EJ·
froai
.. ... ·.to hiuing.
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I am deeply CJ%'&teful for this opportwli ty, and
I have· to say it is a pleasure to be. back in this wal:lll
and friendly atmosphere hen.
·

Your invitation to the Annual. Republican
Govemors' Conference is no't only deeply appreciatecl; for
· me it ia a little bit like a college_HCmeccminq Day,
repnsentinc; particularly the classes of 1959 .~oasecutively
through 1973~ .But SP«!taJciDi. for a11_oth~r.classes as well,
I bring- you alumni greetings.
·

.<Lauqhter.l.

. our oa.ly
was la.qer.

numbers.

wish is th.at the ,pre.Mult enrollment.
But theft, lbJpublican qaality.belies our

:

·

.

· . ·· ·

.

·

. .

•• r .

You baVe suqgested I miqht:.. help set the staqe for
the distiniU!ah~ct panel to follc*:' iD its discussion of the
Bicentennial, 1776 to 19 76. · My first observati.on is that we
have 13 Republican Govez:nors qoinCJ into 1976 and there were
13 colonies in 1776. That should be no cause for present
satisfaction.
. t . •

:..;...~.

Even if~:).~ L~··'ia ...lucky number, it 'is lucky only
for those S~~-.;~-~a~ ~ have your leadership. But it··· .
is too few .f~ :-thlrff· c~try·. Republicans have only 18 percent of the~~¥..,. v.oters. It also is too little.

::l:.:.:d.t -· .

_
It: ~es well neither for the Republican Party
nor for~ the ~ion, whic:h is best served by a _vi tal two-party ,
system-::;l.i~..: :v~rous two-party system has been a. key element
of our Ameri.can democracy -- thouqh neither the siqners of
the Declaration of Independence nor the drafters of the
Constitution desj,qned. it that way. . Each of the parties,
in cantendinq for political office over the years,· has had
to aP:_Peal. to a wide spectrum of the electorate.
·
At ;J._~s I

one party

or the other bas em~hasized
particular p~l.i.tical, economic or social-views. But both
have wisely accommodated to chang• over ·:.the decades and .
enlisted support from broad segments of American society.

•

'fbis is a time not Oftly to remember but to
reinforce this simple truth: Ro. major AmeJ:ican poll tical
party can loaq endure by diJ:ectinq its appeal to a nanow
minority, neqlectinq the opinions, the interests and the
aspirations of the vast majority of the electorate •
. It will not serve the Nation to have oar major
parties polarize at ideoloqical extremes. our Merica . ·
major parties haft been, are, aDd should J:•ain opea. to
persocs of all backcpo\1Dds and a wide spreac:l of political
opinion.
.... · · .
. .1 . • • ,.... .:·
•
•; .
.
.!.. .
As Govemor r.U.llilcu of Michi9an, : fomer ChairJilan
of the Repu.blicu. Govu"non Associacicm. said only
yesterc!ay:. •t.fbe i:mportant thinq iD the 1976. election and
beyond is that t:bis party must be broad-based and moc!erate
and pro;ressive in its approach. It canAOt be a rightwinq political party that. excludes broac:l segments. If it
were to be so ~inated;, then as a aational party the
Republican Party is through. 'the party cannot au.rvive the
present and thrive iD the future if it has a narrow base. •

.

.

I ~ aa Vice President fer- 1976 becauae I
do DOt wisb to be !iDYOl-wd in political aqaabblea, nor to
allCM tiauactioo. c:en-r:i.DCJ·· uOUAd CtLlt.s of personalities, ·
to 4isuaci: t.be hee.i.ctat fl"<lll ld.a. -.11 ilapo~ant
·
respcJMil:»iUUea of 111•1 Ja9 ttith tz. probl..-8 of tbe.· people
of thia HatiCD and of the worl4, an4 t:o JIICft the RepUblican
Party' to any extftlae at a t~ when the nati.ollal ;intuest
requins it to atazsc! for t.be concerna of the vast majority
of Am~u:icans.
,:

.
.
My second obsuvation for this Bicentennial
•'

~

"
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•
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.

panel concens the American people themselvea, ud their
leadership. Prom what I.kftcW,of the yee:s leadinq up to
1776, tbe le.sers··of thou momentous yea:rs vue.·ndl:ed. ·f.or
tel.linq t:he people · tbe plaiD .;ts:uth - OZ' in modem · i
vemaevJ.ar, •telli.D9 it lJJce it is• - witness the
fedenliR papen.. !he Decla:aUCil of ~ce itself
not ocly to14 it l.i.ke it wu but ~ the people to a
new and UDi tecl effort t.o better their lot
CODdition.

and

'rhe si=ai:.ioD toaay. is no less aeriou.s.

It calla
frcm
•'rhe Wall Street Jou:nal" of November 18th a statement by
Louis Barris , the pollster: "We have fOUDd the Allteric:an
people distinctly of a miAci of late of iDsiatinq that their
leadership level with them out in the open on just how
seri~ the prcbl81DS are confrontinq us as a Nati.on •••
If qiven a choice between seziously uimminq their material
life-styles or endurinq mor•cycles of double-diqit inflation
and high levels of unemployment, they find that decision
relatively easy. By 77 percent: to· 8 percent, they would
opt for cuttinq back in their material life-styles. "

tor equal candor and cou:aqe. · To illustza.ta, I

qQOte

Clearly, like 1776,· this ia a time to face the
realities that c~nfront u.s and. to take action. It is not
a time f9~ pusayf~t politics nor dodqinq of respcnsibility
by playinq •Alwaya~Put off till after Election the Touqh
Decisions of Today.ft Postponement is not progress -- it
is retroqression. The problems that cry out for action
will neither CJO away nor diminish.

4

.. ,·

.

•
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In these critical times,~the people clearly
expect· th~ir ·ieadEirs·-tO' ptit aside partisanship and
prerogative~ .and" act "tci); meet realistically the pressing
issues. A critical case in po~nt is the energy situation ..
President Ford devoted most of his State of the
Union message last January to aneloquent plea for
legislation· leading· to energy independence for this Nation
by 1985. 'But as Governor Briscoe of Texas said the ·Other:·
day at our Domestic Council meeting in Austin, "If this
country had reacted to Pearl Bar~or as we have to· the .
energy crisis, we would all be speaking Japanese today .. •
Frank Zarb, the Federal Energy Administrator,
set forth the truths of the enerqy situation at the Denver
public forum of the Domestic Council on October 21. "The
first truth is the energy crisis is real,• he said, •and
we sold out our energy independence for cheap foreign. oil.•
The second truth is that the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries, that is OPEC, is here to
stay and is going to continue to increase thei:r prices and . . :
maximize their revenues at·· our expense and that of the
rest of the world.
;'·
In FranlC Zarb' s words, •Now if the embargo didn't
teach u& the lesson of OPEC, we just had a refresher course.
The 10 percent increase in import oil is going to cost the
·American people another -$2 billion a year on top of the
$25 billion we are. now paying, and they have told us they
are going to meet again next June to deter.mine how much more
American wealth will transfer from here to there.•
Frank Zarb • s third truth is that "there is no
easy, out." It'. wil~ require of us both ene.rqy conservation ·
and development of-American oil and gas production from
all sectors,- and energy from all other sources -- coal,
nuclear, solar and geother.mal -- if, .in Zarb's words, •we
are going to regain control over our own destiny,• and avoid
blackmail or a boycott, which now would be catastrophic
to our Nation.
I think all of us realize that those States on
the Eastern Seaboard now ~port between SO and 90 percent
of their energy in the for.m of· oil from abroad. A boycott
would totally paralyze the economy.

We have to also realize that the economic· aspects
of energy are closely related to political conflicts and
struggles in the world, and that revolves around the
Middle East. While tremendous proqress has been made,
there is still great danger. Therefore, we are not out of
this situation yet, and we have got to have the courage to
be realistic about where we are and what we. do and what we
face.
, His fourth truth is· that "the era of cneap energy
is over. If we do nothing, our oil will decline., prices go
up, the Americans will pay higher prices, and those dollars
will continue to flow from here to there. ·If we develop
our own resources, they will go up, but within the context
of our program."
UORE
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Paqe 4
Clearly the American people want the ·truth about
our energy situation, and the Zarb statements tell it like
it is. one has to recognize the fact that close to
$30 billion, which will. be spent next year, .if employed and
spent in :this country to produce enerqy here, :would produce·
in the neiqhborhood of a milli~ jobs for Americans,
directly in relation to it, and be the basis for the
dynami• and the. 9rowth of our economy -- baluced with
ecoloqical objectivear and they are not in conflict. We
have s~ntific and technoloqical skills to meet both our
enertJY 'and our ecoloqical need3 and do· them tOC]ether and
stimulate the economy, qet it off dead center, ·and get
employment back so everybody-has an opportunity.
Clearly the American people want the truth about
our energy situation, and the Zarb statements tell it like
it is. But what is the. compromise ac.tion developed by the
Senate . and House ccmferees that was proposed .. for
.
con(]ressional action last week -- and how does it face
these truths? .
Pirst,. the ccmpromise would roll back all.
domestic oil prices and reduce the pr~c~ of 9asoline fran
1 to 3 ce~;.ta. a galion ~uring our election year.,: 1~76.
This would knock efforts to- conserve 9asoline consumption · ·r:on the head, and could only result in pushing up petroleum
imports beyond the present disastrous level of 40 percent.
Second, after 1976 -- in other words, after we
have celebrated our Bicentennial., and everyone has been reelected -- under this caapromise plan, the :price of
domestic oil could go .up at an annual rate of 10 percent
until all controls expire after 40 months.
·: .-: ·';'it
As a result, conservative estimates are that by
1978 we could be importing 50 to 55 percent of our ener9Y

requirements for the country as a whole. As I have
alreacly mentioned,. let • s not forqet the Bast Coast,
90 percent of its ~equirements are imported.

.eo

to

·.i.

Furthermore, the compromise bill contains an
"average price" mechanism that not only puts controls on ·
all domestic oil but will result in four or five different
prices for domestic oil. This can only make worse a
congressionally-created administrative process which is
already a bureaucratic nightmare •. All this, mind you,
when we. are talking of the need for dere9ulation to
encourage domestic production, jobs, growth, efficiency
and the elimination of red tape.
The close to $30 billion we will be spendinq for
imported oil next year, if spent on domestic production of
energy, in and of itself would produce one million new
jobs for Americans here at _home and remove the devastating ·
vulnerability to our national security·.·· · ·
The sum total of this compromise would be to
discourage domestic energy self-sufficiency 1 make us
indefinitely dependent on OPEC oil1 transfer even more of
our wealth to the OPEC nations,.impairin9 our national
growth, our_ employillent and, indeed, our future qua·lity
of life.
UORE
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Paqe 5
The whole exercise is more reminiscent of the
Missouri Compromise than the Declaration of Independence.
To paraphrase the Battle Hymn of the Republic, surely
Zarb's truths will not be "marchinq on."
Your panelists will assess our 200 years of
independence, the present state of our society and our
capacity to surmount the shocks of the future. They have
a challenqinq task. Indeed, the Nation faces unprecedented
challenqes riqht now, and basic to all of them is the
achievement of enerqy independence. To postpone action,
to hide from the truths that confront us, is to sell
ourselves short in a world where, surely, problems abound,
but opportunity is there for the taking.
Thank you very much.
(Applause. )
END

(AT 9:27 A.M. CST)

February 4, 1976

Present Vice Presidential Duties:
Chairman of:
National Commission on Water Quality
Domestic Council Committee on the Right to Privacy
National Center for Producitvity and the Quality
of Working Life
Vice Chairman of:
Domestic Council
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The Vice President has been overseeing th'({ Administration's
effort to establish an office of Science and Technology Policy
of the White House.
He is a regeant of the Smithsonian.
He has been a coordinator of the
Energy Independence Authority.

ffort to establish the

Past Duties include:
Chairman of the CIA Investigation
Chairman of the President's Pay Panel
Member of the Murphy Commission
The Vice_President was also heavily involved in the
Drug Abuse White Paper.

Rockefell~r W6rtied by FOrd.'~zjl·
ma~

~

"

indicatio~.'· ~~~.-·

Vice President Rockefeller :he's gone about. this
. it, but nave .no
.. ·.:
. . -.>:'Hh."·•.··.···
said yesterday that the poli· turn out to be ihe right way it would be off~red."
pr /: · · · ·
tics of 1976 may ·have forcecl
... He may not have surren·
He refused repeatedly 'to
: .
.
President Ford dangerously
dercd· as much
the center conjecture on what miglit · \
:· <
far to the right politically.·
as you may think.'
make him change his mind .. w .
At a breakfast meeting .
The Vice President said. longer
later. Rockefeller
makes Shermanh.elike.• .·1· 1 ~·
with Washington. reporters, ·
.•
final statements.. .
· . J .:
Rocl<efellcr ' acknowledged
·, Asked , -·- whether . · the
f .·
that the strong challen~e of
Reagan candidacy and Mr, l!f
Ronald Reagan, the fOl;mct'
Ford's
might ulti·'
mately reaction
be. destructive
to · !4: . ,.
gov~rnor of California, had
a Republican Party that al·
pulled :.\Ir. Ford well away
ready is a small minority of·
·
from the political center.
·voters. Rockfeller said' he·- ' .
What :.\1r. Ford has done,
thought that was a . "real
Rockefeller said, is "verY~ the pulling to the' right of danger."
~· .· .·
dangerous" to his election Mr. Ford by the conserv'a· · "Four years of an elected . ('
·ve. Reagan.· ..·.makes
it · . presidency" ul'lder, Mr. Ford,·
prospects and, assuming he tl
he said, ~·might go a ·long
does capture the Hepublican ''inconceivable" · that 'Mr. way to swinging it the other
nomination. reclaiming a Ford, if he is nominated, . way."
·
l'('lllrist postion maY he ex·
co~ld pick Reagim as his
-Stephen Isaacs.
trcmrlY difficult. For any- vic·e presidential nominee.
:..
...
nockcfcller insisted rc·
one who did not have \he of·
pcatedly that "if I were of·
l'ict' or \he pn•sidcm·Y be·
hind him . .i,!. might' be impos·
{crcd the vice presidential
sible. 1\ockcl'cllcr implied .
nomination, 1 can sec no ba·
.1
.
"It'~ \':JIH'\'i~·;~hlc."
1
i~
t;uck<"t•·\\h'. "\1~:,1 1\ .. · w<•Y
~is on whiei1 1 would :H:t'C!ll
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February 5, 19 76
SUBJECT:

VICE-PRESIDENTIAL ACTIVITIES

1.

Houston, December 11, 1975
Meeting of Republican Southern Leaders--this was a closed
meeting whereby the Vice President very colorfully, now
that he was out of the Vice Presidential race, motivate
the leaders to get to work for the President.

2.

New York City, January 28, 1976
.
The Vice President held a cocktail party-fundraiser for
the President Ford Committee. This raised between $150,000
and $200,000.

3.

Dearborn, Michigan, January 30, 1976
Spoke at PFC fundraised at the home of Nr. Bugas, 'a
retired Vice President of Ford Motor Company.

4.

Dearborn, Michigan, January 30, 1976
At a dinner for the Midwest Governors Conference, the
Vice President spoke and strongly supported the President's
election.

5.

Westchester, New York, January 29, 1976
This was a County fundraiser in support of the President,
and the Republican Party, at which the Vice President was
the principle speaker.
Future Activities Planned

1.

Washington, D.C., February 6, 1976
The Vice President will introduce the President at the
Northeast Republican Leadership Conference.

2.

Kentucky, February 12, 1976
The Vice President will speak at three political events-Lexington, Louisville--in support of the President's programs.

3.

Ne,,.;

Yoc:-k City, Febr:!ary 13, 19 76
The Vice President will be the primary speaker at the annual
dinner-dance of the Governors Club, Waldorf-Astoria. This
is to raise funds for the New York.State 'Republican Party.

.

.
4.

New York County, February 14, 1976
The Vice President will be the major speaker at the
annual fundraiser for the New York County Republican
organization (Manhatten) at the Waldorf.

5.

Lansing, Michigan, February 20, 1976
The Vice President will be the major speaker at t.he
Lincoln Day dinner.

6.

Admiral's House, Washington, D.C., February 27, 1976
The Vice President will host a reception for the
Republican National Committee.

7.

March--expect to be in the South
April--expect to be in Iowa

JGC

